
The next chapter
 in pillows masks



The new choice for better sleep

We’re setting a new standard in nasal pillows masks. Philips Respironics, the world 

leader in gel cushion technology, is bringing the comfort and sealing power of gel 

to nasal pillows. As the latest in our groundbreaking new line of masks, Nuance gel 

pillows represents the new choice for better sleep therapy for clinicians, home care 

providers and patients.

As the first and only gel pillows platform, Nuance is designed to help patients 

succeed by providing a more comfortable and familiar feel. With the greater comfort 

and seal of gel pillows, the ability to fit many different size nostrils and choice of a 

fabric or gel frame, Nuance is truly a new standard in nasal pillows masks.

A new standard. A new choice.
Nuance gel pillows platform

• Choice between fabric or gel frame for comfort with fewer red marks

• Non-slip headgear stays in place throughout the night  

• Gel pillows provides greater comfort and seal

• Light-weight, flexible tubing 

• Reduces nasal irritation  

• Conforms to different size nostrils  



Nuance gel pillows platform 

is more comfortable than the 

leading pillows mask



Nuance. A new standard.

During our CPAP patient preference 

studies, Nuance was preferred over 

the leading nasal pillows masks in  

these categories:

Patients rated Nuance gel pillows platform easier to assemble, 
disassemble and use than the leading pillows mask

More comfort

Easier to use

Superior seal

Greater stability

Less nostril irritation

Patient preference study results



Designed around patients

Fabric or gel padded frame options for comfort

Gel Frame

• Gel padded frame and non-slip headgear 

holds mask in place 

• Reduces need for re-adjustment 

• High-performance look

Nuance. A new choice.

Fabric Frame

• All fabric frame & headgear enhances 

patient comfort 

• Soft, fabric experience for better sleep

• Fewer red marks



Item

Nuance

Nuance gel pillows mask, with headgear

Nuance gel pillows mask, without headgear

Nuance Pro

Nuance Pro gel pillows mask, with headgear

Nuance Pro gel pillows mask without headgear

Replacement parts

Nuance headgear

Nuance RS fabric frame

Nuance fabric frame

Nuance Pro headgear

Nuance Pro frame

Nuance/Nuance Pro small gel cushion

Nuance/Nuance Pro medium gel cushion

Nuance/Nuance Pro large gel cushion

Nuance/Nuance Pro swivel tube with exhalation

Part number

1105160

1106194

1105167

1106195

1105176

1105405 

1105177

1105178

1105179

1105173

1105174

1105175

1105180

Allies
in Better Sleep
and Breathing

At Philips Respironics we’re listening carefully to you 
and working toward solutions that contribute to 
healthy patients and healthy businesses.

Order Nuance now to see how we’re setting 
the new standard in sleep therapy.




